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Each Magic Lantern is cfficient for exhibitions.
The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination
(large diameter back lens), with rack and pinion.
It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation.
The
Condenser is composed of two plano-convex lenses of 4 inches diameter.
The refulgent lamp has 8 wicks (or 4 wicks 2s, extra), yielding a
brilliantly i!Inminated picture.—Each is complete in box.

THE

ean

LANTERN:

ITS

CONSTRUCTION

& USE.

Contains complete Instructions.

Cloth Covers, PRICE 64

'

LANTERN
PHOTOGRAPHS,
12s. per doz.

PLAIN,

tata
Japanned. Metal

Russian Iron Body
Brass bliding Tubes,

30s.

Ss

45s.

‘WILKINSON

Iron Body,

2 Panelled Door, Brass
‘Stages, Sliding Tubes,

Brass Sliding ‘lubes,

‘OPTIMUS’ TRIPLE LANTERN.

The Top Lantern may be used separately with Oil Lamp.
Panciled

Mahogany

39/9/15/40/-

20/6
5/8/20/-

88 French
do., very fine £5 15/6
sell at 27/- per doz. assorted
24 Sailor Life and Drills, scll at 10d. cach.
24 Dickens’ Little Nell
86/6
21/6

82 Gipsies Revenge (novel) .. 48/6
27/6
150 Our Navy: Battle Ships, Yachts,
&c., cost 1/6 each, sell any at 10d. each
17 Life of Lord Nelson (novel) 17/6
18/9
140 Hymns, Ornamental Borders, all
of the best possible make, all
demonitions clear out, at 10/per doz. assorted.

‘SALVI1d
STINGS
SQYVMda
shSEL

Body, 6 doors and moulded

foot, Brass Stages

| ond Tubes, Achromatic Front Lens, Compound Condensers £1410s-

& CO.'S ANNUAL

Burmah, Plain Photos
..
Panorama of Portsmouth
Torpedo Warfare
..
.»
English Statuary,blacked out

—a
CaTALOGuE
Post FREE

82s.

50s.

Cost. Offered at

24
6
10
20

COLOURED.

Mahogany outside Body)

PTIMUS ’ BLUNIAL LANTERN
‘O
Panelled Mahogany Body, 4 doors and Moulded foot, Achromatic

£8 8s.

eR,

Perforated Russian

FOR LIME-LIGHT

Photographic Front Lens, Compound Condensers
_Brass Stnges and Sliding Tubes

18s. Gd. per doz.

CLEARANCE

Cost. Offured at

800 Burmah, India, Ceylon, &c.,please
state wants, speoially suited
for making up sets, clear at 10/- doz.
Lecture Books given with most above.

HAND

PAINTED

By Carp

2 Effects:

SALE.

EFFECT

-nter & Wesley,

SIIDES
Cox, Wood, &c.
Cost. Offered at

Napoleon at St. Helena

21/24/21/§0/21/-

10/9
12/9
11/6
44/10/9

— 18/-

10/6

2 Jerusalam in Grandeur& Fall 21/2 Faust & Vision Effect (novel) 21/-

10/9
12/9

2
2
4
2

Venice (novel movements) &c.
Cairo: Torchlight Procession
Rock of Ages (very superior)
Guy's Cliff (lever swan effect)

COLOURED SLIDES—
12 Fishing Adventure (good)..

36/6

24/-

20 Charity Concert (comic) ..
18 John Tregenoweth, his mark

60/6
54/6

88/6
36/6

14 Our Father’s Care ..
42/6
12 Blue Beard (Exquisite Coloring)
66/12 Cinderella
”
7
66/12 Whittington
,,
3
78/6
2% Jack the Conqueror
_,,
78/6

24/6

12/9

80/6

2 Good Night (Girl & Candle)
21/2 Curtain to Roll, for Bi or Triunia! Lanterns
ss
- 16/6
8 Children’s Fancy Dress Ball at

80/6
30/6
39/8

50 Greenlands Icy Mountains,
or Life on Board a Whaler 150/6
15/6
Many others too numerous to mention.

1 Gibraltar:

Mansion

Landing Place

House,

Panorama

EDWA
PLA
LAN

10/6

50/-

27/6

2 Soldier’s Dream and Effect
21/2 Richard III., Dream & Effect 94/-

12/9
14/-

2 Magic Cauldron (2 morning)

14/-

9/-

Clearing out all New Cylinders, latest Patents, tested this Summer, Beard’s and Suitor’s Regulators, Gauges,
Jets, all kinds.
Great Reductions during Summer, to effect a clearance.
All new goods, and guaranteed perfect.
Please state wants.

WILKINSON

ESTABLISHED,

& CO.,

1859.

A LANTERN

HOLMESIDE,

SUNDERLAND.

TELEGRAMS

“OXYGEN,

AS A PRIZE

SUNDERLAND.”

See p. 70.
June No.

The Ontical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

il.

DALLMEYERS

LENSES

Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, and have obtained the

HIGHEST

AWARDS

WHEREVER

EXHIBITED.

DALLMEYER ‘On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses.”
Price 1s.
New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic LenSes & DALLMEYER’S LENSES & aa

SPECIALLY

CONSTRUCTED FOR THE OPTICAL LANTERN,
FREE ON APPLICATION.

WILL

POST

ST., LONDON, W.

J. H. DALLMEYER, OPTICIAN, 25, NEWMAN
Telegraphic and Cable Address—‘‘ DALLMEYER,

BE

LONDON.”

FOR FIRST-CLASS SLIDES & COLOURING
SEND

TO

FREDERICK J. STEDMAN,
DISSOLVEING
VIEW
ARTIST.

174, Bridge Road, Battersea, London, S. W.
Slides prepared from customers’ negatives, prints, photographs, etc.

Catalogue & Price List post free on Application.

PAGET PRIZE PLATES
ARE

MOST
IN

THE

DENSE,

MARKET,

AND

THE

RAPID
AT

THE

SAME

TIME

BARILLIAwI,

ARE

AIND

EASY

TO

WOOD'S
LANTERNS AND
ON

SALE

OR HIRE.
PLAIN

The “ sal Srey > LANTERN,
he‘ “CHEAP” LANTERN,
“MAGIC LANTERNS:

100,000

GG.

ORES.

SLIDES

Slides to Select from.

SLIDES, 12s. per doz.

with the four-wick W Lamp, £4 4s.
with 4-in. Condenser and three wick Lamp, £11
How Made and How Used,” by A. A. WOOD, ee free, 1s. 2d.

Wood’s New List of Slides and Lanterns.

wm.

WW

Post-free for One Stamp.

LONDON.
CHHBAPSIDE,
74,
Wood,
And HORNE, THORNTHWAITE & WOOD, 41, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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News

be obtained

from

Stalls, Photographic

all
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Dealers, or from

the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
Continental.

»

(half)

115

0

»
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0

»
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»
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7
Special quotations for a series.
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Column, General

First
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20
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0

Wants, &c. (not Trade)—

for

BE

W.C.

PERTAINING

TO

LESS
ADDRESSED.
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THE Governors of the People’s Palace, London,

have decided to hold an exhibition

from

13th inst. to Sept. 10.

similar

exhibition

every

was

3 additional

words, ld.

ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not later
than the 24th of each month.
All cheques and postal

orders to be made payable to Taylor Brothers.
EDITORIAL
Hay Taytor.

communications must be addressed, J.
Advertisements and business communications to Taylor Brothers, 56, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

American Agents:—The International News Co., 83
and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

of Pictures

Last year when a

held, it was

visited

by

upwards of sixty thousand persons.
Ba

£ s.d.
Front and back pages, by arrangement.
Ordinary page (whole)...
3.0
0

1
3
”

E,

COMMUNICATIONS

7

United States.

12 months
.. 1/6 .. 2/-. 60 cents.
Single copies...
-/1} .. -/2 ..
.. 6 ,,
Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :—
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Notes.

Tue Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price One
and

ALL

re
Issvr, WE

Last

2
OrFIcEs

CHANCERY

.
Notices.

Penny,

:
or ovr

Pupiication

XE

%

WirtH reference to our remarks in last issue
that the lantern had, on June 16, been used for
the first time at Stationers’ Hall, Messrs.

Webster & Girling write to inform us that we
should have said ‘‘ second

time,” for on Oct. 2,

1889, they showed over 100 slides with a triple
lantern in this venerable hall, and that they
were at the time informed that that was the

first occasion

on

which

the lantern

had

been

employed there.
*

An

outing

and

**

dinner,

se
aK

to

commemorate

the

opening of their new workshops, was given on
2nd ult., to their employes, by Messrs. Newton
& Co., of Fleet Street.
A large attendance
gathered at Kingston, and a pleasant time was

enjoyed.

x

*

*

THRouGHour the British Isles the lantern has
been largely adopted in connection with the
recent election returns.
Screens have been
erected in prominent available places, and the
number of people that have read the results of
the polls projected thereon has becn—well, we
will say—large.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

88

A GIGANTIC painting (panorama) has just been
completed in Germany for the World’s Fair; it
is about 450 feet long and 50 feet high, and
represents the Bernese Alps.

placed at the requisite angle for producing
polarization by refraction, enclosed in a convenient

case

or

frame,

will

be

used.

These

plates are so arranged in each lantern tha: the
light from one will emerge polarized iv 2 piane
*
*
*
at right angles to that emerging from the other.
ANTHONY'S International Annual is in future to
The images of the two slides or pictures =o
be published in December
instead of Mid- !
polarized are projected and superposed on a
summer.
sereen, preferably a calico screen covered with
*
*
*

A Lerrer from a correspondent states that “all
paraffin lamps should be stamped the same as
gas meters.
Government supervision would
thus cause accidents to be minimized.’’
There
is more rubbish in the form of lamps sold than

one would imagine.
*

*

*

Ir has been stated that an alloy of 400 grains
iron filings and 200 grains antimony has the
curious property of emitting red and white
’ sparks when rubbed with a file.
%

*

*

Mr. A. Wiwson, of the well-known firm of
G. W. Wilson & Co., Aberdeen, is at present

making an extensive trip in the United States,
combining business with pleasure.
*

*

dead silver paper.
These superposed images are viewed by the
observer through a pair of analyzers of any construction capable of effecting the requisite

amount of analyzation and these are set with
their planes of polarization at right angles to

each
image
in the
whilst

other.
One analyzer will permit the
of one of the pictures—the one polarized
same plane to pass through to the eye,
the second picture, polarized in a plane

at right angles

to

it, will not pass; with

the

second analyzer this order is reversed, the
image of the picture stopped by the first
analyzer passing through it, whilst the other is
stopped.
‘Therefore upon each eye of the
observer the image of a different picture falls,

*

Ir has been proposed that those interested in
photography, and who intend visiting the Chieago
Exhibition next year, form themselves into a
party. Mr H. Snowden Ward (Practical Photographer), has taken upon his shoulders the task
of formulating an initiative programme.
Those
who are at all likely to visit this Exhibition are
invited

to send

their

names

to Mr.

Ward,

Memorial Buildings, Farringdon Street, E.C.

Stereoscopic

effect
Lantern.

with

the

and as the two pictures are as nearly as
possible superposed on the screen, an image
of one stereoscopic picture falls upon the

| retina

second

of one eye
stereoscopic

and an image of the
picture upon a _ corres-

In our April number we mentioned that Messrs.

ponding portion of the retina of the other eye.
The conditions being fulfilled uuder which
stereoscopic vision of two pictures is possible the

Field

one picture seen appears in relief.

&

Co.,

Birmingham,

had

solved

the

problem of Stereoscopic effect upon the screen,
An ingeneous little instrument of which we

give a cut, is used to bring about the effect
mentioned.
One of two slides prepared from
pictures taken by a stereoscopic camera is
placed in one lantern and the other slide in
a second lantern.
Into the optical system of
each lantern

is introduced,

either

between the

condenser and objective or before the objective
or between the radiant and condenser or
in any other position, but preferably between
the lenses of an objective of a Petzval
combination—a Nichol’s prism plate of tourmaline.
Preferably a number of glass plates

The analyzers designed for this purpose are
made of a number of thin glass plates, and ihe
necessary polarization is effected by refraction.
These glass plates are set at a proper angle in
a mount resembling a very small opera glass or
any other form more convenient.
The plates are arranged at slightly varying
angles to each other in the same plane, for, if a
number of plates be placed flat one upon
another, around the principal image a number
of fainter images are formed, and thereby the
definition or clearness of the principal one is
impaired.
By arranging the plates as described
a well defined picture is obtained.

inl.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Prize Medals, Liverpool International Exhibition, 1886, and Photographic Exhtbition, 1€88.

ARCHER § IMPROVED OPTICAL LANTERN

THE IDEAL, ” our new PERFEGT Single Lantern & Automatic Dissolver

Proved superior to all others.
See reports.

See

Enthusiastic

Testimonials from Paul

Lange,

Eesq.. G. BE. Thompson,

Esq.,

Manchester Camera Club and many others.

isa
The Dissolver will work in any Single Lantern having slide staze with open top, and

long way the best invented.

ParENTED

Price

COMPRESSED

OXYGEN,

HYDROGEN,

GAS
Lid,

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides
Photographic

Apparatus, Scientific Instruments
description of miscellaneous property.

and

every

M R. J.C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the
above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Roonis, 88, King Street, Covent Garden, London.
Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales are requested
send particulars one weck prior to sale.

to

SANDS, HUNTER & Co.,
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns,
NEW

AND

SECOND

HAND,

BY ALL

THE BEST

MAKEKS.

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children, &c.
Terms Moderate.

20: Cranbourne St-, Leicester Square,

London,

W.C.

J. H. STEWARDS ——~
HIGH-CLASS OPTICAL LANTERNS
And DISSOLVING

VIEW

Illustrated

406, 457,

APPARATUS

Catalogues,

STRAND;

withalllatestimprovements

Gratis

Post

54, CORNHILL,

Free.

LONDON.

SEASON,

I89L

&

1892.

All New Slides and Apparatus Now Ready.

OUR

SPECIAL

Hire
NEW

OPTICAL

Terms

Greatly

ILLUSTRATED

59. Fenchurch

LANTERN

35

Street,

POST

London,

a . stock of Slides in the world, can be had on
\ RyZe), OF purchase, very low terms.
Secondhand
Sa} and small catalogue post free.

48, Waterloo

TYLER,

Road,

WANTS,

London.

hire
lists

&c.

MATEUR
wishes to exchange original Lantern
Slides or others. oe proofs sent.—G.30, Marchmont Street, London, W.C
| espe ANGE.—Wanted to Exchange spare, Slides on
Geology, Physiography Mimicry, etc., (amateur work)
for otherson any Scientific subject. Would purchase Slides
suitable for Educational Purposes.—Write H. 2, Thames
Place, Putney.
perry Instantaneous Quarter- plate Negatives, Views
of London, suitable for making Lantern Slides,
ls. each.
Specimen and List, 1/3.—J. Straps, 154,
Queen’s Road, Bayswater.
DAMS’S Ideal Hand Camera, new @ few months
ago; £5 5s., splendid condition.—James Macwauren,
Union Srrent, Banner.

WeenreD
All Gentlemen
associated
with the
Optical Lantern to Note E. Baildon, can offer
his services with or without High Class Apparatus for
coming Season, being actual operator can offer low

Terms.
Years experience, and references to gentlemen
of position.—Address, 34. Phelp Street, Walworth, S.E,.
NOR SALE.---Burnisher, 12 x 10, new, only 35s.
Also Print Washer, Backgrounds, &c. Cheap.—
Address, Mery, 24, South Street, Baker Street, W.

EVELOPING,

retouching, printing,

for amateurs.
Address, Wiu.rkrep
Street, W.

copying,

«c.,

Best work at Moderate terms.—
Emmry,
24, South Strect, Baker

SLIDES

Artistically Coloured

COLOURING, &e.
oleic pg ee ae aesaneetilie pre:
pared from Negatives, Photos, Engravings, &c. c. de V, tinted
4/6 doz., Cabs, Q/- doz., 3-pl. views 6d., 4-pl. 1 3, }-pl. Q/- cach.

T. T. WING, HIGH STREET, CHATTERIS, CAMBS.
TY.

4, CHURCH

E.C.

jelinansteuelions;yeel fees ae stamion, Largest
WALTER

All kinds of Shes made to Order.

linders.—Apply, statiny axe, Experience, Salary required
&c., to James W. Garbutt, 21, Waverley Terrace, Leopold
Street, Leeds.

Manufacturing
Lantern

FREF.

MAGIC LANTERNS & SLIDES, GREAT BARGAINS.

Ses

Hanes.

W 7JANTED for the coming Season, Young Man Competent to manipulate ‘Bi-unial Lantern with Cy-

SHILLINGS.

Reduced.

CA ATLOGUE

Lantern Specialists,
And Manufacturers,

LIVERPOOL.

LANTERN

H. HUGHES AND SON,
LANTERN

ST.,

GENERAL

&c.

LOWEST
PRICES.
COMPRESSION
COMPANY>
Vrimeess St., Manchester.

4s.

SONS,

LORD

Effect Slides painted for the Wholesale London

In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED VALVES,
Easy to open and close, impossible to turn on yas
suddenly.
Regulator Taps unnecessary.
THE

R, 8S

43 to 49,

Many Novelties.

Illustrated Lists lree.

HH

ARC

Ty san,” the Lantern of the Future.
Established 1848.

£4

6a.

greatly Improved.

and now

Made

Post Free 25s.

Lantern,

“ Photinus”

The

The most Powerful Oil Lantern

Mie

Price 25s.

1991.

J.

DOGGETT,

Tin-Plate Worker
and F£hotographic

UPPER

LANE,

to the Optical
Trades,

ST., LONDON,

N.

Lanterns in Japanned Tin-Plate or M. thogany—All accessories for
Lantern Trade kept in stock.

MR.

STEAD'S

IDEA

REALIZED!

Complete “Lantern Bible,” over 1,000 Subjects.
Embracing the entire Bible history iin cover to cover. Illustrations
selected with the utmost care from the greatest Ancient and Modern
Masters,

W.

Write for Catalogue with full details.

B. MITCHELL
191, HOPE

& Co,
STREET,

Lantern

Specialists,

GLASGOW.

iv,

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

W. WATSON

& SONS, 318, High Holborn, London,

MANUFACTURERS oF HIGHEST CLASS OPTICAL
& SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS.
BI-UNIAL
THREE

AND

AND

TRIPLE LANTERNS,

FOUR-WICK

of Highest

Quality

OIL

and

.

AN. IMMENSE STOCK OF FINEST

LANTERNS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Efficiency.

VIEWS,

Illustrating all parts of the World, 12 - per dozen.

LANTERN TRIPODS, GAS APPARATUS, SCREENS, | SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS
AND

SCREEN

STANDS.

For taking Lantern Pictures.

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application.

Ask for Lantern List.

313, HIGH HOLBORN LONDON.
9, 10, 11, 16, 17, FULWOOD’S RENTS, LONDON.
251, SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

W. WATSON & SONS,
ESTABLISHED
1837.
,

—

S§$PECIAL

—

Grand Magic Lanterns, with 4in. Compound Condensers and 3-wick Lamps, 24s.: with 4-wick Lamps, 26s.

splendidly Coloured, 3} Slides, in sets of twelve, price 3s., or four scts for lls.

Hand Painted Slides from 4d.

Full size Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany

frames, 7d. each, or 63. Gd. doz. Rackwork Slides (including Chromatropes). 2s. 9d. each. Lever Action Slides, 2s. each. Best quality
double-motion Interchangeable Chrumatropes, 4s.6d.; cxtra discs (hand painted), 1s. per pair. Reading Lamps with flash shutter, showing
blue light signal, 2s. 9d. ‘The “Lightning” Double Carrier Frames, ls. 3d. Slides for small lanterns, from 5d. per doz. New Catalogue
Gratis and Post Frec.

~wOBETE TT HH.
CLpArEF,
ROYSTON,
HERTS.
SCo.tkr'x’’s
| OXYGEN
FOR LIMELIGHT.

PATENT WARM AIR SATURATOR.
For Ether or Benzoline, Prices 36/- and 50/-

Special jets, 800 candle power, with flame-proof chambers
S
nipples,
ith
ffor use with
Saturators
3Q/- _ cach.
un d adapted
pted nipples,
‘These jets also vive splendid results with coal-gas.

A. W. SCOTT,

SS

401, Cowbridge

WALTER

Road, Cardiff.

THE BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, LIMITED,
SALTLEY

' Price

Lists

A. GRIFFITHS
MANUFACTURERS

GUINEA

OF

BIRMINGHAM.

Slide, Enlargement,

and

and

Trade

Terms

;

:

on Application.

& CO., Limited,

THE

PATENT

DETECTIVE

Lantern

WORKS,

:
|
Sole Licensees
the Manufacture
of Oxygen by the
in the Midlands.
Brin’sforprocess
|

CAMERAS.
other Cameras.

List post free on application.

21/

Depot—5,
:

UNION

Tondon Show:

Rooms and Agency J

Wholesale Provincial Agent—W.

A Concise

BIRMINGHAM.

| one FRY MANUFACTURING Co., 5, Chandos St., Strand

—

as

‘See

PASSAGE,

General Stores of Photographic Materials and Apparatus.
Works—HIGHGATE SQUARE, BIRMINGHAM.

TYLAR,

57, High Street.

Aston, Birmingham

Wotographic Clark.”
and

Complete

Record

of all Phases

of Photographic

Activity.

“Photographic Work” is under the management of Proprietors who bring to bear the cxpcricnce of over a quarter of a century in
connection with Uhotographic literature. The paper will mect the needs of the present busy age by giving information conciscly, while care
will be taken that, though aiming rather at brevity than diffuseness, it will in no way fail to put before its readers details of all phases of

photographic progress,

It will be conducted

on lines to incet the wants of Amateurs

and Professionals from the tyro to the expert, and will

contain Reviews of Books (English & Forcign), Notices of Novelties in Apparatus, Reports upon New Processes, Records of the Proceedings

of Photographic Societies, Lists and Abstracts of Photographic Patents, and all news appertaining to Photography, when the subject matter
is hkely to be int-resting or instructive,
“Photographic Work” will be found an admirable medium for the Announcements of Photographic Dealers, for Employers und Employees, and for al! in any way connected with Photography.

PiPHe
AND
CARTER.
PRINTERS, PUBLISHERS, & ADVERTISING AGENTS, 5, Furnival St., Holborn, London E.C.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Reference to the accompanying drawing shews
one method of arrangement of the plates and
the positions they assume.
In the sectional
elevation shewn A. A. is the box or case for
containing and holding the glass plates C. C.
B. B. are strips of metal or suitable material
attached to the glass plates in order to give
same different angles in same plane.
OC.C. are
the glass plates seen on edge in position in the
box or case A. A. D. is the lens of objective
of lantern, into which the case of glass plates
is introduced.
E.E. diaphragm.
The following is the claim made in the patent
specification, No. 11,520, 1891:
The scientific
arrangement of the several parts constituting an
apparatus for giving, ty polarization or partial
polarization of the light, a stereoscopic effect to
pictures and such like projected upon a screen
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side, six plates can be easily brought in succession to the focussing plane.
The foregoing states the general principle
upon which this camera is constructed.
In
order to charge the camera, it is necessary to
slightly withdraw the sliding lid on top—a
couple of inches is quite sufficient—when the
groves of a plate carrier will be seen. A plate
having been dropped into these, a small handle
at the other

side

of camera

is turned, which

or elsewhere, and forming thereby a method or
system by means of which such pictures or
other objects being so projected from an optical
or magic lantern or lanterns are seen in relief
substantially as herein more fully set forth and
described.
—"0:'———_—

Hand-Cameras for Obtaining
Slides for the Lantern.

causes the side of the triangle or revolving prism
to be turned round.
The loaded carrier is now
inside of the triangle, and another plate may be
placed in the cairicr now presented, after which

“ Pacile”
.. (Fallowfield)
.
- sce March
No. 1 “Giob”
..
.. (Mawson & Swan)
-4,May
»
2 Quadrant" .. (W.H.Humphries&Co.)
,, June
»
3 “ Beclipse"
. (J. F. Shew &Co.)..
..
4, July
»
4 “Furcka”
. (W. W. Rouch & Co.) ..
,, Aug.
»
5 “Key”
.,
.. (Platinotype Co.) ..
..
., Sept.
»
6 “Optimus”
.. (Perken, Son« Rayment)
,, Oct,
vy
7VThe Griffin"
(Griffin & Sons, Limited)
,, Nov.
»
8 “The Swinden-Karp” Patent
..
..
..
,, Dec.

»

9 “Collins”

-. (C.G. Collins)...

..

..

, 10
Kedak”
.. (Hastman Co,)..
..
..
, 11
Guinen’
.. (Walter Griffith)
.
», 12 “Vanneck”
.. (Watson & Sons)
..
..
» 13 “Chadwicks”
(W.1I. Chadwick)
..
n» 14‘ Bonanza”
.. (R.& A J. Mercer) ..
» 16 “Repeater”
.. (J. FP. Shew&Co.)..
..
» 16
Marvel”
.. (Wilson & Son)...
..
..
», 17 “Talmer”
-. (Talbot & Eamer)
..
..
» 18 “ The Omnigraph” (J. Lancaster & Son)
» 19 “Ubique ..
.. (Perken,Son &Rayment)

»

20 “Daylight Kodak ” (lastman Company)

»

21 “The

Radial’

(Marion & Co.)

F

1st,1890
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ast, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, .,

4, Feb.

Ist, 1691.

4,
,
,,
»
»
4,
4,
..
,,
,,
»
y

Ast, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,.
Ist, .,
Ist, ,,
Ist. ,,
Ist.
,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, 1892.
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,,

Mar.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
May
June
July

the second side of the revolving prism is presented infront of the lens, by the movement of
alever.
‘he second set having been loaded in
like manner, the lever is again moved and the
third side charged.
We

start

with

the

camera

charged,

The button C, which is presented at a small
hole in the camera, is turned round, this changes

the side of the prisin and presents the second
plate to the lens.
When it is required to bring the sccond and
third pair of plates into position, a lever working
under the camera is turned until a catch with
which it is provided engages in a slot. An
automatic mask in front of the focal plane
prevents access of light to the back portion of

No. 22 ‘‘SURPRISE.”
‘THE changing mechanism of this }-plate hand
camera is entirely different from any we have
hitherto seen.
The plates are arranged in tri-

by a spring.

angular form, the bases of which

revolves the prism, and the knob

are

turned as

desired to face the lens. Had the plates been
placed on fixed bases this would have limited
one charge of plates to three only, but the
patentees (‘‘ Leviathan,’’ London) here adopt
an ingeneous mode of doubling the number of
plates contained in the camera; this if effected
by making each base of the triangle alluded to,
revolve, and

as one

plate is fastened

at either

and

having made the first exposure, it becomes
necessary to bring another plate into position.

the camera,

this mask is hinged and kept closed

When

turning the lever which

the plate carriers, the motion

which

should

turns

be from

the opening to the hinge of the mask. The lens
is single achromatic, and the shutter is adapted
either for time or instantaneous work.
A pull
on

the

string I’ sets

the

shutter,

whilst

it is

liberated by a slight pressure on E.
The
apparatus is covered in cloth, and can be
obtained from most photographic dealers.
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Magic

Lantern

Matters,*

By W. I. Cuapwicx.

On the present occasion I shall not have much
to say about the magic lantern anterior to
the introduction of Marcy's Sciopticon (from
America) by the late W. B. Woodbury.
Of
course it is quite true that we had lanterns
before the sciopticon, and these were of two
types, one for burning oil which was nothing
more than a toy—and a poor one at that—quite
unsuitable for anything more than showing
painted slips on screens very little larger than a
pocket handkerchief ; the other was a big clumsy
oxy-hydrogen lantern, which was chiefly used for
Sunday-school meetings, mechanics institutions
and by a few private exhibitors and lecturers.
We had occasionally a good deal of talk about

using

the lantern for educational purposes, but

there was very little practical work done in this
direction; not many amateur photographers
made lantern slides, or paid much attention to

them in those days. But there were a few
commercia! firms who produced lantern slides,
and the introduction of the sciopticon must have
vastly increased their business, for that beautiful

little instrument not only filled up the gap
between the already existing instruments: it

did more, it was capable of taking the place of
both ; with its two-wick oil-lamp it was possible
to exhibit photographs in the drawing-room on
from five to six feet and up to seven feet screens
without

much

trouble,

and

also

by the same

instrument, using limelight, the largest screens
were just as brilliantly illuminated as by the
most ponderous lantern ever constructed ; indeed,

the sciopticon came at the right time, it was
just the very thing that was wanted, and it
became so popular as to be almost a part of
every amateur’s paraphernalia.
I believe it to be a fact that Woodbury did
take provisional patent protection for the sclopticon lamp in this country, and that during the
first year they were placed upon the market
over 400 were supplied, but by an oversight, or
we may say neglect, for Woodbury was not a
business man, the patent was not completed.
Other firms took advantage of this, aud very
soon placed similar lanterns before the public
at a slightly reduced price. I am informed that
one firm alone supplied 1,000 of these in the
following year. We had not long to wait before
several so-called improvements were introduced

and patented, but it may be said that nearly all

The sciopticon was originally constructed to
burn one-and-a-half-inch wicks, placed edgeways to the condenser, and with the exception of
some improvements in the combustion chamber,
made by Mr. George Smith, the present proprie-

tor and

state.

manufacturer, it remains in its original

Some of the so-called improved

lamps

are made to use three, four, and as mauy as five

wicks, and these up to two inches and two and
a half inches wide, either placed parallel, converging, or diverging, and some again take other
forms, the intention being to increase the illuminating power.
Now, if it were necessary, I could give my
experiences of many years with nearly all these
multiple wick-lamps, and down to the latest
patent before the public; but, to be brief, I sce
no advantage in them for the purpose for which
oil-lamps are suitable. There undoubtedly is in
some an increase

in the size of the flame;

but

for lantern purposes a large volume of flame is
not required.
It is intensity that is necessary,
and the intensity must be in the right place,

which is the focus of the condenser, and is
confined to a very small area, and it can be

shown to be a positive disadvantage to have
more volume than is required. Then, again,
the enormous heat given off by some of these
powerful lamps, resembling a roaring furuace, is
another very great disadvantage.
Added to this
is the difficulty to keep the wicks burning evenly,
by reason of unequal combustion, for very soon
the wicks begin to “fork,” one flaine gets higher
or lower than the rest, the thing begins to

smoke,

to smell,

the light goes

bad, and

the

whole affair has to be readjusted ; but with the
two-wick lamp there is none of these troubles.
It is quite easy to adjust the lamp at the commencement, so as not to require the slightest
attention for three or four hours.
It has been stated by some amateur lanternists
that with So-and-So’s or somebody else’s lamp
they have exhibited ten-feet pictures, and we
know there are some gentlemen who are always
cleverer than anybody else, and sometimes these
gentlemen are so carried away by their enthusiasin as to believe they have done something
big, or, at any rate, to tell us so. I can light
my dining-room by a farthing candle, but I do
not think you would care to be entertained at
dinner by such an illumination.
Then, we have
somebody’s lamp compared toa limelight. Well,
of course, we can compare the light of a candle
to the electric

are

light;

but

for

equality

of

illumination the comparison is a very poor one.
The limit in size of picture shown by any oil
to-day are more or less the progeny of the
lamp, is in my opinion, six feet square where
sclopticon.
| photographs are the pictures, but it is possible
*South Manchester Photographic Society.
to select a few photographs of certain subjects
the oil-burning lamps for lantern purposes used
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that might be tolerated to seven feet, and perhaps
more, but after seven or eight feet the blowthrough limelight becomes necessary, and this
may be used up to ten or even twelve feet, and
after that the mixed jet, with oxygen and
able. Ether
re,
isindispens
hydrogen under pressu
may be used in place of hydrogen or coal gas,
but I sce no advantage in its use in any way.
The oil-lamp, then, as I have

stated, is only

suitable up to six feet screens, and the question
The
comes now, is six feet large enough?
be
to
is
it
where
depends
it
is,
that
to
answer
used and the size of the audience. I have given
a good deal of pleasure to private friends at
home by even a less picture, but in a private
drawing-room or a dining-room it is not always
convenient to fix a six-feet screen, and very
often when it is convenient there is either a fire
burning in the room or some abominable reflections, that cause a good deal of trouble by
interfering considerably with the results. All
these objections are dispensed with by using a
transparent screcn such as I now introduce. In
not unlike an
case,
this little waterproof
wnbrella-cover, except that it is a little longer,

is a roll of a particular kind of semi-transparent
paper three feet eight inches wide. The outer
end of it is attached by six drawing pins to a
wooden lath five-eighths of an inch square,
having suitable fittings for attaching to two
light stands, also contained in the waterproof
case.

The

screen,

as

you

will

see,

can

be

erected on one end of a dining-room table in
threc minutes; and, if the table is long enough
the lantern can be placed at the other end. The
audience

sit in front, and

I think you will be

surprised to see how beautiful pictures look
The reflections
when projected in this way.
from the house-fire do not interfere with the
results in the, slightest degree. We may even
permit a tolerable light in the room, and you
may strike a match to light your cigar without
impairing the brilliancy of the picture. And,
now that all is ready, you see a beautifully illuminated picture three feet six inches square by
a sciopticon,

and

enough for most

which

I maintain

is large

private-house exhibitions, or

even in a small schoolroom, where the audience

is not too large.

I am not advocating small screens in preference to large ones, for all depends upon cirferted small
a well-ligh
cumstances; but I do pre
screen to a large one with inferior illumination,
and especially so when we can get to the best
position from which to view the pictures; and
here another matter may be of interest.
The lanternist inquires what is the most
suitable sized screen for a certain size room?
and the audience ask which are the best seats

to sce the picture from ? To say that the
screen ought to be in proportion to the size of
the room is the general way of putting it, and
to sit about the middle of the room is the
usual reply to the best position,
Now, it is an established fact, which was recently demonstrated at the Stereoscopic Club,
that the most correct position from which to
view any photograph is at the angle at which
the photograph was taken. Thus, if we make
a picture by a twelve-inch lens, and we wish tc
appreciate size and perspective correctly, we
must view the picture at twelve inches from the
eye. Tocxaniine it at a nearer distance is ecual
to it being taken by a longer-focus lens than
twelve inches; and to see it at a greater distance
gives the impressions of one taken by a shorterThen, if we make quarter-plate
focus lens.
negatives by a five-inch lens, to see it correctly
we must either use a magnifying-glass or a
stereoscope, or we may magnify it by the
If
lantern ; but the principle is just the same.
we make lantern slides by contact from quarterplate negatives taken by five-inch lenses, and
mask these down to 2: inches, as is usual, and

then project these slides to 6 feet, we have a
magnification of 296 diameters; then 26 by 5

(focus of fens) gives 11 feet.

slide

to 12 feet, or about

If we project the

52 diameters,

this,

multiplied by 5, will show us that, at 22 feet, we

should see the pictures at their best ; and, from
what has now been said, it will be understood

how incorrect it is to make lantern slides which
are to be shown in series from negatives taken

by lenses of different foci, or what comes to the

same thing, is making contact slides from
quarter-plate negatives and other contact slides
from portions of whole-plate and even larger
negatives.
At a lantern

exhibition, not very long ago, a

series of slides of Haddon Hall were shown.
The photographer had used a nine-inch focus

lens for most of the exterior views, but for all the

interiors a five-inch lens was used. I well remember the view from the terrace steps, showing the
main

front of the building, with

the ball-room

windows ; and the next view was the interior of
It looked so very large, that no
the ball-room.
person in the world who did not know the
architecture could have imagined a room of such
dimensions to be contained in the building we
It was as
had just seen upon the screen.
unfigured
submit
to
,
architect
an
for
as
s
ridiculou
plans of the rooms in a house all drawn to
different scales, to fill up the paper, and where
the bath-room and the w.c. might be shown
the same size as the dining-room, no true idea
could be formed from such drawings or such
photographs.
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A similar

misuse

in lenses was made

friend of mine who went

he had a half-plate

rapid rectilinear lens.

of

his pietures

by a

to Norway last year ;

camera, and a seven-inch

were

About half the number

taken

by this lens, and

the others by one of the combinations of
the
lens only, which would be about fourteen inches
focus.
He said it saved him the trouble of
walking or climbing to places where, say,
waterfall would have been too small to fill a
his
plate if taken by the seven-inch combinatio
n ;
the result is, that nearly all the waterfalls
in
Norway, judging from his pictures, are the
same
size, and no true appreciation of size or distan
ce
is possible from his series of pictures.
About the artistic side of the question, I
am
not: here to-night to discuss, though admit
ting
there may be circumstances where, on the
same

size plate, a seven-inch lens will be better
than
a five-inch, or wisa vers, but I repeat,
and with

emphasis, that the too frequent usé of lenses
of
great disparity in focus for lantern slides
is a
roistake.
It may be said in conclusion that the focus
of
the lantern objective has nothing whatever
to do
with the subject of this communication.

New

By T. H. Honpina.

in the narrow confined harbour;

all these make

interesting subjects ; whilst the churc
h, inside
and out, would make half a dozen
pictures, and

the shots from its tower are by no means
mean.
But then a visit to Rye is not compl
ete
without a visit to Winchelsea,
Winchelsea

was a place rebuilt centuries ago on its prese
nt

eminence, and its great gates

now

stand;

but,

of the forty squares into which the town
was

laid out, one

is intact, and’ the others

are still

traceable.
But the church js interesting, the
gates are interesting, the cottages are
interesting, and the streets are picturesque,
and its

great vaulted cellars tell of the past. It
is a
pleasant walk of three miles from Rye.
But then Rye will also be specially interesting

to the laternist, seeing that is the head-quart
ers

of Stocks’ lamp.

The quiet persistent experiments, which have resulted in a very cftect
ive
and excellent lamp, are highly creditable
to Mr.
Stocks himself, and have been highly helpfu
l to
lanternists the country over; not that the
lamp
alone takes up the whole of Mr. Stocks
’ time.
He is trying experiments in other direct
ions,
and some of them are of a very interesting
kind.

The

distance,

for instance,

to which

artificial

light may be transmitted, either for signal
ling,

—:0;——

A Visit to Rye.—A

!

Reflector.

Vice-President of the Lantern Society.

Ryz is interesting to various classes of person
s.
First to the nautical. It is a small town
of

barely 3,000 inhabitants, but it has a histor
y

which is closely interwoven with that
of
England.
Founded by the Romans, spoken of

as an ancient town in the time of Edward
III.,

twice entirely destroyed by the French, once
standing on the sea shore, now two miles away,
it makes a thrilling chapter indeed. It has
an

interesting land gate, ancient church and
castle

tower.

To the photographer it is interesting, becau
se
it is one of those places where there is « plent
y
to do.” Two amateurs met in London in
a
dining room in the West End recently.
One

said, “ Well, have you been doing anything
lately ?’’ “Oh, yes, heaps.”
‘Where at?”
“Bournemouth.”
The other coolly replied,
“Bournemouth?
What on earth could you
find to photograph at Bournemouth ?”
Now, nobody could ask that about Rye. Its

quaint steep streets are well worth photographing.
A few views of its old land-gate,
at least three or four shots of the ancien
t tower,

which is indeed a castle, may be taken. ‘here
are groups of fishermen, one or two little shipyards, numbers of quaint old boats and shipping

illumination,

or other

purposes,

is at present

receiving his attention.
But what is most
interesting to us is, that he is working on a
reflector, about which

I am

vot at liberty to speak,

that—if he ultimately succeeds in putti
ng the
article on the market, and which, by the
way, he
has succeeded in perfecting—will revolution
ise
exhibitions with oil lights. Let me state
a fact

that will startle every readsr of the Optic
al
Magic Lantern Journal, and set him thinki
ng.
Mr. Stocks lit up an ordinary little paraff
in

lamp with a tiny round wick no thicker than
a
pen holder.
Such a light in an ordinary room
is just sufficient to show its dimensions
and
outline, but scatters no power of light.
He
then placed one of these little things
some

inches from the condenser in one of his
lanterns,

and then placed behind it in a certain posit
ion
his new reflector, and afterwards put an ordinary
photographic slide in the lantern, and I
am
declaring the truth when I say that this showe
d
the pictures as distinctly as I have seen them
projected by a 3-wick lamp, and the dise
was
at least 4 feet in diameter.

Need I, in order to

prove this startling statement, go further.
Perhaps it would be safest to do so. Vario
us
ordinary reflectors were then placed behind
the
same little benzoline lamp, but they only made

the illuminated disc bright in the centre
, and
the sides graded off into phantom-like darkn
ess.
Personally I have strong faith that soone
r or

later this invaluable invention will becom
e, as it

ic Enlarger.
The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photograph
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KERSHAW’S
New

Patent Time

With extra Front Board for
Single Views, and
Six Barnett’s Patent Dark Slides.
Weight 4 lbs.

and Instantaneous
25s.

Shutter,

CHADWICK’S
Practical
Flap Shutter,

Price £5 15s.

New Time and Instantaneous Shutt
er,
6s. 6d. each.

Same Camera, for Single Views.

e

CHADWICKS

|
i

Same Camera packed up, with lens
-board
versed and lenses carried inside.

Lenticular Stereoscope,

With 5-in. Focus Achromatic
Lenses, Brass Eye
Shades, Double Metal Grooves for
Transparencies, and

an Extra Ground Glass, 17s.
6d.
If with movement to separate the Lenses
, as per Illustration,

W. Il, CHADWICK, 2 St. MA
re-

Lhe Optical Magic Lantern Journal,
Aug. Ist, 1892.
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HAND CAMERAS.
HERE
ave hundreds of both
amateur
and
professional
photographers
who
made
fairly successful
Stereoscopic
Slides
before

I

came

on

the

scenes,

and

who

have cut and transposed hundreds of stereo
prints without knowing the reason why they
had to be so treated.
‘Ithe fact that the prints
must be cut and transposed was enough for
them, and they did not bother further m the

matter.

On

the

other

hand,

there

were

others who used to bother a very great deal,
and some of these gentlemen invented theories

and principles of their own, and they talked
and wrote for publication their ideas, which in
any instances lead others astray and caused
erious trouble.

Stereoscopic Photography is, without doubt,
he most beautiful and fascinating branch of

he ‘‘art science’’ for amateurs

to pursue,

but

ith imperfectly constructed or cobbled up
apparatus, on unscientific principles, there are
few things more unsatisfactory; on the other
hand, by suitable appliances, the whole thing is
delightful auc easy.

From Negatives taken by my Camera (in
which the centres and conditions will be technically correct) Stereo Transparencies may be
printed by my Stereo Printing Frame without any
cutting or trouble in transposing.
In fact, the
whole is so systematically arranged that it is
difficult

to get wrong, and

dozen good Stereo
different negatives
much cannot be
Slides by anybody,

it is easy to make

a

Transparencies from a dozen
in a single evening.
But so
said truthfully for Lantern
because the same technical

excellence, exposure, and development necessary for Lantern Slides is not required for the
Stereoscope.
The chief thing to observe in
printing Stereo Transparencics is to expose long
enough, and develop

thata

far enough,

flat picture, and what

remembering

would

be called

over dense for a Lantern Slide, even if a little
fogged, is a decided advantage for the Stereo-

scope.

Dear Reaper,—Did you ever know a cyclist
to be satisfied with his ‘“‘ Machine” for more
than a year? My experience of cyclists is, that
they are always changing, and it is quite amusing to hear their arguments in favour of every
new machine they get.
Well, it is just about
the same with Hand Camera men—or worse.
I never knew a man yet who was satisfied with
a Magazine Hand Camera for more than a season.
Of course, they were delighted when they
got their last ‘latest novelty,” and sang its
praises for a week or two;

then something goes

wrong, and they wish to part with it to get
another of a different pattern.
But how is it
that the same thing does not apply in the case of
ordinary C:meras?
Why, because there is no
bother with magazines or trouble with unnecessary complications.
When a man buys a good
Half-plate or a Whole-plate Camera he is usually
satisficd for years, his only trouble

then

is the

weight ; but with one of my Patent Cameras and
Barnett’s Dark Slides for Half-plates he has no
trouble at all, for he knows he has the lightest
practical camera on earth.
J'or further particulars see Catalogue.
Dark

Slides

are,

without

doubt,

the

most

practical of all plate holders, though the English
patterns arc far too heavy and clumsy, and when
they are well made, as they ought to be, they
are frightfully expensive ; indeed, they are made
to-day without the slightest improvements on
those of thirty-five years ago. My Practical
Hand Camera is not a magazine, nor is it a fixed
focus. It is provided with a perfect double rack
and pinion movement,

focus index, and a focus-

sing screen, which latter may be used or left at
home.
Plates or films may be used with equal
advantage, no sheaths or paper backing to
bother with; you can go out with just as many
piates as you wish—say two or three, half a
dozen, or twenty, if you like. The Camera
may be used in the hand for Snap Shots, or on
a Tripod for time exposures like any ordinary
Camera.
Any suitable lens may be used in it,
but the one which I supply is a Rapid Doublet

equal to any in the market.
The Shutter is
Kershaw’s Patent, adjustable for speed.

PRICE:
THE

STEREOSCOPIC
id. Post

STEREOSCOPIC
Two

MANUAL,

Free.

CATALOGUE,

Stamps.

Quarter-plate Size, without Lens, 60s.
With Lens and View Meter, complete, £4 10s.
Stereoscopic Size, £4, Lenses extra.
Hand

Camera

Pamphlet

Free per Post.
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deserves to be, an indispensable adjun
ct to the
oil lantern, and if to the oil why
not to the
lime light ?
—:0:——

The

Lantepnist’s

Den.—No.

By C. E. Reyxprr.
How

A rrLLow

I mape

an

Oxy-caucium

Lanternist called upon

3.

Lamp.

me not very

93

I was first prompted to make
one of these
lainps in February last,
after reading the
description, and well studying
the diagram
which demonstrates accurately
the theory, on
page 14 of Lhe Optical Magic
Lantern Journal

for that month, and, in just
ice to

the Editor,
1ust direct special attention
to
any of the numerous readers that article to
attempt to undertake a like task. who should
Whatever you do, be particul
ar that you
thoroughly understand the obje
ct to be achieved,
as that is more than half the battl
e.
Provide a couple of tin canniste
rs,
the largest
measuring 43 in. high, with
an inside diameter
of 8 in. This I will call the
air chamber.
The
smaller one,

long ago, and informed me that
he was in
difficulties over an oil lamp, that
had
met with
all but a fatal accident, inas
much, as it had
fallen from a considerable heig
ht, which had
doubled up the wick-holders,
or spirit chamber, must fit
dented in the
easily
into this, with, say, an air
cistern in an irretrievable manner,
Space of ». in. all
and generally
roun
d, and may be eut down $1n.
—to use a schoolboy’s phrase—‘
shorter than
upset its apple
the outer one. “Cut in the cent
cart.”
re of the bottom
of
the
spiri
My friend had taken upon hims
t chamber a circular hole
elf the task of
in. The
valve for this isa dat piece
repairing his damaged four-wic
of tin 1 in. diameter
ker, apparently
with a piece of wire of
without the slightest chance
sufficient strength
of success, for
soldered through its centre,
when he had untied the parc
leaving about an
el which he had
inch on each side, this is
brought, and disclosed the
the valve rod or piston.
object of his mission,
The
I was treated to a view of
valve bridge is formed by taki
ng a flat piece
one of the worst
of tin £in. wide and 3} In.
cases of collapse that has ever
long, and making a
come under my
hole
in the centre to act as a guid
notice.
e to the piston
rod. Bend the tin to form
The sight of the débris brought
a bridge until it fits
to
my mind
into bottom of spirit chamber,
vivid recollections as to how,
and fix each side
on one occasion, a
with a little solder to secu
lamp of my own got out of
re it in place, taking
sorts (though not
care before so-doing to plac
approaching his case), of how
e the valve m
I set to work to
position allowing one end
put it right; of how T rem
of rod to come
embered, that in
through hole in bridge, the
trying to solder one part, anot
other end to fall
her toppled hopethrough bottom of chamber.
lessly over; of how, too, afte
r spending many
A piece of tin 1 in, diameter
hours, my labour produced but
with a 4 in. hole
a sorry spectacle.
in centre should be slightly
Of how, at last, I resolved
domed and soldered
to take the whole
over hole at bottom, this
thing to pieces and commence
is to facilitate the
pouring in of the spirit.
beginning. This I did, and—afto build from the
ter a fashion—
Now make a flat top sutlicie
completed the job; but sinc
e that experience,
upon the edge of the air cha ntly large to rest
have ever paid ungrudgingly,
mber, and see that
a respectable price
it is securely soldered
whenever this part of ny
all round, for, bear in
apparatus requires
mind, this chamber must
attention.
So the advice to my
be air tight, except at
friend was,
valve. his part is now
“Give it a good crack with
finished and may be
a
ham
mer
,
and
put aside.
when nobody is about, drop
it into the dustTurn a ring from a piece of
hole.”
«Don't be mean,” I cont
inued, ‘but
inside the top of the air cha wire to fit tightly
buy one of the latest improveme
mber and solder ail
nts in the line ”
round.
for, readcr, I advocate a good
As this is only for strength
, it may be
lamp as a handy
disp
ensed with if desired, but
and useful instrument, and,
I believe, one which
I would’ recommend it. Cut a 4 in.
all lanternists prize.
hole in bottom, make
; your sliding socket, and,
But as my friend was bent
having tapped your
on
tryi
ng
lis
hole for thumb screw, sold
hand at something, I int
er at side about 1d in.
rod
up.
which I had just completed uced a split jet,
—in
Take a 9 in. length of 2 in.
enamel with which it was coat fact, the Aspinal
brass tube with
ed had not quite
a 1} in. length of + 10. sold
set—and strongly rezommend
ered at right angles
ed
him
to
mak
e
at one end, with a piece
one, it being extremely easy
of Hat metal ready
to accomplish.
He
tapped to take lime pin
consented, and has since tha
fixed near top. The
nke
d
wwe
for
the
oxy
gen tube may be smaller,
Suggestion.
I will briefly notify the
and should be
course
bent with the fingers in sha
adopted.
pe corresponding to
the drawing and hard sold
ered.
(By the way
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all solderings in the vicinity of the lime must
be hard.)
A small brass tap, which can be purchased for
sixpence, must be fixed at end of oxygen tube.

The end of spirit tube may now be plugged
or soldered up, and a hole made about 4 in.
under

end, to come

from

the hole

air

in the

They can then be tied together with
chamber.
iron binding wire and securcly soldered.
The nipple of oxygen jet will greatly depend
upon the skill of the worker, and may assume
almost any shape, so long as the aperture is not
too large—size of a moderate pin will do. The
stream of gas is, of course, blown direct through

the body of flame.
The wick-holder requires a little attention.
Lay together three small pieces of tube, and let
them through a piece of flat brass triangle-wise,
and fit this into the end of spirit tube, but not
too tightly, as it has frequently to be removed.
The job is ‘complete with the exception of
rod, and, as this is most

the piston

regulating

important, it should be adjusted to a nicety.
The rod may be left as uear as possible 1s in.

longer than would be necessary to touch the
‘The lamp being now
bottom of air chamber.
finished may be charged and set burning, and if
there are any defects about its construction
they will in a very short time make themselves
It will, of course, require a little
apparent.
and

care

Permit me to draw attention to a description
of a Saturator, constructed on the principles
of Herr

Kalkow,

von

which

As

the

article altogether

camera,

a “wonder”

word

A

of

caution—should

by a pair of home-made, clumsy, wooden
If I
lanterns, but with good optical parts.
remember well, it was in 1884 that I exchanged
these wiants for two sciopticons, with

Newton’s

of Berlin),

and from

three-wick refuleent lamps. In 1886 I adopted
the limelight. Luckily circumstances brought
me into possession of a Polariscope (after the
design of Prof.

Paalzow,

interchangeable

found

necessary to do any soldering to spirit chamber

after it has been once charged with spirit, be
sure and see that it is quite dry before applying
heat, turn it upside down that any vapour nay
escape through the open valve; otherwise,
should heat be applied to a closed vessel containing but a few drops of spirit, an adjective
might soar heavenward, that is, if it gets the
chance.
—:0:——

Ether

Years
By ConTInenTAL

In the
Optical
under

and

Fourteen

Saturators

ago.

Supscriper, J. M. K.

correspondence column of the June
Lantern Journal Mr. Scott gives—
the heading

Benzoline’’

‘‘ Saturators,

—some

Patent

cxtracts

Rights

from

Patent specification of his Saturator,

the

holding

Saturator of Mr.
out that the “new”
Lawson is but a modification of lis.

W,

that moment the ordinary blow-through
jet did not do any
longer.
I was
in

scarch of more light.
My gas jets were

judgment of

it be

the

which soon was followed

I painted my jet black with Aspinal’s, but

those who may make one.

interest

I began with

hobby, and have been ever since.

if at the outset the thcory has been thoroughly
grasped, the practice will show at a glance if
anything be wrong.
tastes differ, so I leave that to the

may

readers of the Optical Lantern Journal I append
copy of same.
Tt is about ten years ago that I began with
lantern projections, which soon became my

but, as already remarked,

judgement,

in the

appeared

Photographic News some time ago.
Now in this Saturator, both porous stufling
as well as heat are put to use, and it dates back
as far as 1878, and compared with Scott’s the
latter looks just as much a modification of von
Kalkow’s as Lawson’s does of Scott’s.
Here the question arises upon what are based
the Patent Rights.

Fig 1.
Gasoline Tank for Limelight

ones,

I must point out that
the oxygen outlet was
not round, but flat,
sonewhat like a slit of
four
millimetres
in
length and half mm.
in width. These jets
give a powerful light.
Now the mixed jets’
turn

began,

after

I

had convinced myself that there was no doing
with the blow-through.
Two bags were uscd,
and everything went on smoothly: but I disliked the trouble of having to do with two bags.
I remember having read of soine gasoline light,
and a Herr Fr. Jul. von Kalkow was mentioned
as the inventor. I hadsuch an apparatus made
for me, and give you here a drawing of it,
which will better explain than describing it at
full length. The whole is made out of zinc (see
fig. 1). A and B are cylindrical vessels, one
within the other, but with a space between each.

A is occupied by stuffing of wool;
hot water

out
with

filled in from

by N.
curled

The

inner

F, and,

B contains
after

use, let

cylinder, C, is stuffed

horse-hair, and, by unscrewing

E,
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gasoline or ether can be poured into it as far as ; never have a blow-up or a pop, and always vet
the mark at C, so as to keep the level of the
a very good light for polariscope and microliquid to the opening of the H tube.
The
scope.
vapour is emitted at J to the tap L, from
IT learnt subsequently that Mr. Ives has also
whence a tube carries it onwards to the H jet.
taken to the zig-gag circuit, but, if I am well
Now,

Herr

through
with

von

Kalkow

this apparatus,

the so

saturated

blew

ordinary

filling a second

air.

Having,

air

bag

however,

read that blowing pure oxygen through it was
more advantageous, I took at once to this
method.
The result was a much superior
light.
It was in the beginning of 1887 that I adopted
this method, but Herr

von Kalkow

constructed

his apparatus long before that time, and the
first description given is in 1878.
Subsequently
I found a description of the Broughton tank. I
had one inade, for economy’s

sake, out

of tin.

Its performance, however, did not please me.
I had several pops with it, and I took again to
my first saturator.
One day the following idea
struck me.
I took my Broughton tank to
pieces, and had all the
altrea)
ft: partitions forming the
a

ee

F

F

MEAT
STAT

CAT

F

zj circuit

cut

:

short

to

about one-third of an
“inch.
I further did
TISAI i away with the chambers
1
in fig. 2
SAT
op.
faced on the top, and
is shown, both in section

Fig. 2.
Modified Broughton Tank.

and

plan,

the

form

of

instrument I got.

Into the empty space below (FFF) I put
' layers of coarse flannel and thick felt (such as
is used under saddles) till the box was full, then

I pressed the lid with the circuit on to it, and
had it soldered tight down—the flanncls and
felt pressed together, and the zig-zag canal kept
open.
This modification made the saturator
work very well, better than the one on von
Kalkow’s principle.
I attribute the improvement to the greatly extended circuit, and the
consequent better saturation of the oxygen.
This alteration I made towards the end of 1887.
When the lantern season for 1888 began
again, I foundin an Knglish catalogue an “ ether
saturator’’ recommended.
Opening my own

informed, not before the year 1888, whereas |
had already, towards the end of 1887, made a

canal of this form to my tauk.
Ive’s patent, I am told, dates from 1882, aud

his improvement for the zig-zag from 1888.
Scott's saturators cae out 111890.
If these
dates are correct, neither of them can claim the

priority of the invention, either for the stuffsd
saturator or for the zig-zag canal on the one
hand, nor for applying heat to the saturator on
the other hand.
Previous to them there was
Herr von Kalkow, whose saturator was described

in 1878, and I myself used a zig-zag canal as
early as 1887 on the top of a layer of porous
inaterial.
I quote these dates as they may interest you,
as I have no pecuniary interest in the matter
at all.
If the ether light is not generally used, I
think it is in consequence of its being associated
with that ill-bearing name ‘“ mixed jet.” If so,
help can be brought with very little loss of light.
I have designed a blow-through jet which is well
adapted for the ether light. This same jet gives
also a most brilliant light when two bags are
used. It stands somewhat between the usual
blow-through and the mixed jet, but two bags
arc necessary (see fig.
3). A and B are two
ordinary nipples, of
which
<A __ projects
above B by about six
inillimetres

(one-

quarter inch). Both
have equal bore of
one millimetre (oneFig. 3.—Blow-through Jet for
twenty-fourth of an
the Ether Light.
inch). The A nipple
makes an angle of 35°, and the B nipple
one of 65° with the horizontal CD.
From the
point where the B nipple touches the A nipple,
a small groove is worked into the under part of
improved one, I found it all rusty inside.
the A nipple, reaching to the point of the burner.
Instead of having a new one made like it in a
I think it would be worth your while to -have
more suitable metal, I decided to try the Mnglish
such a jet made, so that you could for yourself
one. I at once set to try this new one (manuform an opinion of its merits.
This form of
factured by Sutton and Cutts), but it did not
jet is very advantageous for those demonstrators
answer; but I am bound to say that the fault
who would like a better light than is obtainable
Was not with the saturator, but with the jet,
with the ordinary blow-through, and yet would
which, as I mentioned before, had a flat (slitnot like to use a mized jet.
like) opening.
So I at once ordered a pair of
With one bag for the oxygen and the gas from
interchangeable jets suitable for the éther light. | the main supply, the jet ts not suitable, but
They arrived, and since that time the saturator,
when two bags are used with a weight of one
as well as the jets, have done their duty. I and a half hundredweight to begin with, the jet
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gives a light very near to that by the ordinary
mixed jet. I should very much like to see such
a jet worked with two cylinders, of which, as
yet, I have no experience.
_ With the ether the jet is safer than the mixed
jet, because the vapour and the oxygen are kept
separate till the igniting point is reached, and
another advantage is that the peculiar construction causes the hydrogen element to heat the
oxygen nipple, and the heated oxygen increases
the intensity of the light.
—:0:——

Strength

of Cylinders for
pressed Gas.

By

Krity

Com-

tubes, whilst the solid drawn bottles are formed

from a circular slab, or a circular block of steel,

which by repeated heating and pressing in suitable dies is moulded into a tube witha spherically
closed end. The process of solid drawing acts
beneficially on the strength and rigidity of the
from

and as all the above sizes (which are the
standards adopted by the Brin’s Oxygen Company, and the various Companies working
under their patent rights) are constructed of
nearly proportionate strength, the results may
be generally summarized as follows :—
Pressure per square in., { lapwelded ... 2
at which bottle bursts

{sold drawn

tests made that

.. 23

,,

per | lapwelded 35,000 lbs.

square in. of metal

S. Murray.

found

ascertain their bursting point and elastic limit,

Limit of elasticity

THERE are two kinds of steel bottles generally in
use for the transport of gasses at high pressure.
They are known in the trade as lapwelded and
solid drawn.
Both are made of mild wrought
steel, with the difference that the lapwelded
bottles are rolled and welded up like ordinary

metal, it has been

are in use but they are gradually being superseded by these standard sizes, and in the course
of a very short time they will probably have become extinct.
As regards the ultimate strength
of bottles, many tests have been made in order to

solid drawn 45,000

,,

Ultimatetensilestrength { lapwelded 54,000

,,

per square in. of metal

(solid drawn 66,000

,,

The results of tests go to prove that lapwelded
bottles are almost as strong in the weld as in
the solid plate. Solid drawn bottles gain their
ultimate tensile strength rather at the expense
of their clastic limit; but both are largely in
excess of the test pressure applied to the bottles.
The actual hydraulic test pressure applied to
each bottle is L4 tons, just double the pressure
to which it is charged with gas, and it will be
seen that this test is well within the elastic
limit of the metal, in the case of lapwelded, as
well as the solid

drawn

bottles,

and

that no

the ultimate tensile strength of this metal is
about 66,000 lbs. per square inch, as compared
with about 54,000 per square inch in the case of
welded bottles.
The solid drawn bottles are conscquently
lighter, neater and perhaps more reliable than the
lapwelded, and although rather more expensive,
are slowly but surely superseding the older lapwelded type, more especially in the smaller sizes.
All bottles, or at any rate all these employed for
non-liquefied gases, are made to contain a certain
easily measurable quantity of gas at a pressure
of 120 atinospheres, which is the recognised
standard pressure.
Both classes of bottles are now made of three

permanent injury to the metal can be occasioned

conunon external diameters, viz., 4 in., 54 in. and

of all air, and a perfect joint is made round the
neck of the bottle by means of a flexible rubber
ring.
A small glass tube taken from this
envelope or outer chamber serves as an indi-

7 in. and they vary in length according to the
quantity of gas they are required to contain at
the standard pressure.
The thickness of these
bottles is as follows :—
External diameter, 4 in.; ...

si

+5

4 ,,

”

”

o4,,

”

”

3
5

e
-

lapwelded,

x ,,

...

solid drawn, sb ,,

...

solid drawn, *
lapwelded

,

lapwelded,

Dy

ae
7 ,,

solid drawn, ¥y in.

(No lapwelded bottles are now made
54% in. external diameter).

2 ,,
,,

beyond

Bottles of various other sizes and thicknesses

byit.

It is the custom to select one out of each

delivery

of new

bottles,

and

either

test

it to

destruction, or have it sawn up in order that a °
thorough examination of the metal can be
made.
For testing the elastic limit of bottles, a good
arrangement has been devised by Mr. H. Brier,
Manager of the Scotch and Irish Oxygen Company, Glasgow, and published in The Optical
Magic Lantern for March 1, 1892. It is briefly
as follows :—

The bottle to be tested is filled with water
and placed vertically in an iron envelope, the
envelope is also filled with water to the exclusion

cator. When the bottle is subjected to hydraulic
pressure, any distortion of the metal can be
immediately seen by the raising of the water in
indicator.
If no permanent stretch is given to
the metal, the water

will return to its original

position in the indicator

released.
caused

when the pressure is
If any permanent stretch has been

this

will

not

be the

case,

and

should

such a thing occur in the testing of a bottle it
would be immediately rejected.
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In a letter dated 19th l’eb., 1892
(respecting Stock's Patent Magic Lantern
Oi! Lamp), Dr. Geran Sarr, of Upper
Clapton, wrote

“I

to the Inventor as follows

Cannot

too

Highly

JUST

Praise

the Lantern showing on a shect of fine
tracing paper.
My audience were under
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its sterling merit. Price from 18-. Gd.
Speaa Indicator ss. Gd. Extri ae

CATALOGUES
POST FREE.

TO

The

tull particulars from the Inventor,

W. STOCKS, RYE.

PUBLISHED.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
THEM.

best Handbook

Covers,
May

WHEELER

1s.

be had from

By G. WHEELER.
on

the Subject.

Cloth,

Is.

6d.

the Dealers, or

&3CO., 46, King Street West, Manchester.

“1 find absolutely no vibration whutever in either the *Time" or “ Instantaneous" movements, free 'om from
which Ihave found in no :ther shutter
(and they are many) tuut Ihave tried.”
“fhe
‘Time
and Instantaneous'
Shutter of your make that I now have
has been in constant use for nearly two
years, and is as goo. as new, It has
never failed me unce.”—M.T.

ff

“JT may say that I have tested a=
nwnuber of shuttcrs, and am satisfied
NS, ;
that the Thornton Pickard is the first.”
— <—
—T.D.W.

=

=

The THORNTON-PICKARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, St. Mary’s Street, Deansgate, MANCHESTER.
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Enlarger.
1c

Journa 1 and Photograph
’

Lantern

The Opt 1ca, 1 Mag 1C

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
I think users of oxygen compressed in these
high-pressure bottles may rest satisfied, that
every reasonable precaution is taken to ensure
satety.
In conclusion, in order to prove how safely
gas may be transported in these high-pressure

bottles, I cannot do better than quote some
experiments, which were made by the Scotch
and Irish Oxygen Company,in March, 1890.
These experiments were made with a view to
ascertaining the amount of rough treatment,
which a bottle would stand without bursting.
Three bottles were all subjected to very severe
treatment; they were all of a standard type,
viz., 53 in. external diameter by + in. thick and
iap-welded.
Nos. 1 and 2 were charged with
120 atmospheres oxygen; No. 3 was filled with
liquefied carbonic acid. No. 1 bottle was twice
raised to a height of 35 ft. and dropped
horizontally upon a solid iron block 12 in.
square, each blow bending it to the extent of
about
in. It was then dropped vertically on
its round end having a clear fall of 31 ft. when
it was found that the impact had only flattened
a part of about the size of a penny piece. It
was crushed with a 15 ton blow received whilst
it lay across an iron block, and it was finally
bent with the same blow whilst it was supported
on two anvils set 4 ft. apart. No. 2 bottle was
dropped horizontally five times from a height
af 35 ft. across an anvil, receiving the blow each

time on the same spot. No. 3 was dropped
twice 35 ft. and then crushed by a 15 ton blow.
On these bottles being subsequently tested they
were found to contain the full quantity of gas
and to be perfectly sound.
It is inconceivable that bottles during transit
could undergo anything like the severe treatment to which

these were

97

element of danger has hitherto existed in the
use of high-pressure bottles.
It has been due
mainly to the fact that insufficient precautions
were taken to avoid the possibility of bottles
used for one gas being charged with another.
The recognised rule in the trade was to paint
oxygen bottles black, and hydrogen (or coal gas)
bottles

red.

This,

however,

was

no

absolute

safeguard, and the system now adopted (in
addition to the different colours of bottles) is to
make all valve and other connections for oxygen
and hydrogen non-interchangeable.
This absolutely precludes the possibility of mixing gases in
bottles, and when it becomes universal (as it
must ina very few years), I feel convinced that
the only real element of danger in the use of
high-pressure gas bottles will be removed.
:0:——

Editorial
Catatoctr,

Ancner

&

Table.
Sons,

Liverroot.—In

this

Catulogue we find several types of extending cameras
introduced by this firm. Also a great variety of hand
cameras for which they are Agents.
‘ Archer” and
other

lenses

and

shutter

are

shown, also a number

of

photo-adjuncts.
A few optical lanterns are described,
but this being their photographic catalogue, they reserve
the lantern portion to a large extent to their special
lantern catalogue.
ActinocripH. — The
presented

by Messrs.

Actinograph
Marion

which

has

& Co., is a little

been
instru-

ment by the aid of which necessary exposures may be
ascertained.
It consists of four sets of scales corresponding with the light, lens, exposure and speed of

plate.

To find the Exposure for an ordinary Landscape :

—Data given, day, 7th October; hour, 4 p.m.; N. Lat.
52° 30’, Lens and Stop, Doublet ¥/22.6; Speed of Plate,
15; Light, ‘‘ Very bright.”

subjected ; although

their valves often bear testimony to the rough
treatment received at the hands of railway
porters.

Any latent weakness in a bottle is more likely
to make itself known in the gas compressing

factory whilst it is being recharged than afterwards in the hands of a customer, and yet I am
glad to say that although thousands of these
bottles now pass through our hands every week,
we bave never had an accident’ through the
bursting of one of them in our works.
The
only two recorded accidents due to the bursting
of high-pressure

bottles, one

in Dublin, 1889,

and the other in Glasgow, 1890, were proved
beyond any question to be due to the spontaneous combustion of mixtures of oxygen and
coal gas, and the consequent creation of
a pressure inside the bottle which vastly
exceeded what it was calculated to withstand.
It is in this possible mixture o gases that an

1. Turn the revolving scale until the date 7th October
is level with the edge of the lens scale.
2. Set the

“speed index”

to 15 on the speed scale.

long slide until the point marked

¥/22.6

3. Move the
(2) coincides

with the curve on the revolving scale marked 8 a.m. and
4p.m.

opposite
seconds.

The

the

exposure

point

to be given

marked
:

will

‘very

now

be found

bright,’’

viz.

2
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“ PHorocRaPpHy

ANNUAL,”

2/6,

Inntre

&

Sox. — Mr.

Sturmey is to be conyratulated upon his Annual for
1892.
It contains 1,170 pages, and the thickness of the
volume is just 2 inches.
The book is divided into nine
sections, aud contains—Tables, Tips for ‘l'yros, Reco:d
of Progress, Practical Articles, Novelties in Apparatus,
Societies, Trade Marks, Directory, dc., together with a

number of fine illustrations.
—10:-—-

Correspondence.
THI

LIFE

OF A GAS

a gas cylinder.
Anxiety on this point is, perhaps,
natural, and as it is only right that the public should
know the nature of the precautions taken to ensure the
safety of high pressure cylinders.
I send you copy of
an article on this subject which I wrote a short time
ago. It contains an answer to your correspondent, and,
if reprinted, may interest some of your readers, and
tend to create confidence in the use of cylinders.— Yours
faithfully,
Kexniro §. Murray, Manager,
Brin’s Oxygen Company, Ltd.
34, Victoria St., Westminster,

July 12th, 1892.

SUPPLY OF VAPOUR
SATURATOR.
{1'o the Editor.)

IN

SCOTT’S

Smm,—In the July number Mr. A. Pumphrey makes
certain statements which I cannot allow to pass without
protest.
I do not refer to the question whether a
difference of shape in a saturator is. or is not, an infringement of my patent—this is a point which an
expert in patent law could answer best—but to the
assertion that my saturator fails to give a constant
supply of vapour.
Now, I have had a very large correspondence with
users of saturators ; in fact with the first fifty that were
sold, the average number of letters received from cach
purchaser, after delivery of the goods, was three or four.

These letters were enquiries about the manipulation of
the apparatus; owing to the use of unsuitable jets and
other cuuses, the lanternist did not always get perfect
results

during

his first trials, and

found

it necessary

to write out a set of questions for me to answer.
But in all these letters I cannot recollect even one
complaint of a want of vapourising power in the saturator. As a matter of fact, provided the saturator is fully
charged at the start, and the nightlight is kept burning,
the amount of vapour imparted to the oxygen keeps up
to a high standard all through the exhibition; and by
using more heat—two or three nightlights instead of
one—it can easily be doubled at any time.
Last season, in order to save my clients and myself
the labour of so much correspondence, I prepared a new
“instructions” bill, giving fuller details of manipulation, and recommended that the jets used with the
warm-air

saturator

should

be

specially

adapted,

Queries.

KR. Morris states that he washes his prints by laying
them one upon the other upon a sheet of glass placed
under

a tap of running

water,

and

asks

for

the best

method of preventing the water splashing. Anszer.—
Tie a piece of rag over the open end of the faucet, and
the water will run
in a steady stream
without
splashing.

ih. B. Foote,

notice in your issue of Ist July a letter

from a correspondent, making enquirics as to the life of

CONSTANT

and

F. J.—(1) The particular form of opaque lantern
described in oir buck numbers was invented by Dr.

CYLINDER.

(To the dditor.}

Dean Srn,—I

Notes

and

fitted with flame proof chambers.
This advice was
followed with good results in many cases; no further
letters passed after delivering the goods, and the average
number of letters did not exceed one for each client,
these being often voluntary testimonials.
The moral of this is, that saturators are reliable instruments for single lanterns and compressed oxygen,
provided that the jets are properly designed and
rendered pop-proof in the mixing chamber.
A. W. Scorr.
401, Cowbridge Road, Cardiff.

Jun.,

120, Lexington

Avenue, New York.

(2) We think it is the best that we have seen.
Amateur.—The print B is overtoned, but A is “all
right,’’ as you observe; the former is evidently from a
thin negative, and prints from thin negatives will not
stand the same amount of toning that can be given to
those from vigorous negatives.
Jus.

Benson

writes,

‘I have

been trying

to make

a

triple condenser.
I have magnifying glasses of various
styles, can you give me a sketch of one in section?”
Answer.—If you look at Mr. Chadwick’s advertisement
for July or the few previous months, you will find a

gocd cut at the lower left-hand corner.
The fig. E on
it has reference to a piece of glass placed between it
and illuminant to prevent breakage.
Perplexed writes: ‘I understand that Messrs. Platt &
Co. huve patented a screw arrangement to support the
noses of a biunia! lantern, might I make one for my
own use without being proceeded against for infringe-

ment?’
dnswer.—You need have no fear about so
doing. We yavea description of such an attachment
in our issue of May 1, 1890, long before it was patented.
An article cannot be patented after it has been published.
The firm may, however, last year, have thought
of it independently, but such are the facts.
1’. Chellew.—Several correspondents have written to
say that they cannot obtain promised slides from the
firms you mentioned in last journal. We also wrote
asking for a copy, two of the firms explained that they
had none, and the third did not reply.
Jas. Callendar.—A reader suggests that you look up
the back numbers
for particulars of illuminated
fountain.
Sce May und July, 1891.

R.S.—We

note

thas Messrs.

Colt and Co. have dis-

continued making the lantern with

We

stated in this journal nearly

parabollic reflector.

three

years

ago that

the principalof parallel rays from the illuminant to the
condenscr was a mistake, and that
plying at cross purposes.

the light would

be

JIushands Bros.—You did not send us the “Stop
Valve ’’ to try, as promised, hence our opinion is the
same as expressed in last issue. We did not, as you
state, refer to an

intermediate

regulator,

but to one

to

go onthe bottle, and as for the article in ———, in
which you say the Editor has grasped the meaning, he
did not write the account, but merely printed what you
sent him. We like to try apparatus and then give our

own experience.
Will those Correspondents whose queries are
answered in above column, repeat them, and they
have attention in our next, We have to make
request in consequence of a fire which occurred on
ult.,

in the

building

Our editorial
consumed.

desk

in

which

with

its

our

office

contents

is

was

not
will
this
23rd

located.

entirely

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

XI.

Send for Mr. HUGHES Full Illustrated Catalogue, over 300
pages, ls., postage 5d.:small ditto, 6d., postage 2d., giving
useful and valuable information;

also prices of every descrip-

tion of Lantern Apparatus, Slides,
&c. Cheapest and
Over 15 Patents. Perfection in every Direction.
In proof of this, Mr. HUGHES

Best

has constructed a most magnificent Triple

for B. J. Matpen, Esq.
The Docwra Triple also gained the only Prize
Medal and Highest Award, and used nightly at the Royal Polytechnic Institution; also by Cortn Docwxa, Esq., Dr. H. Geattax Guinness, Capt. SELWYN,

M.P., Joun Docwra, Esq., Madame
ApDELINA Patti, &c. His high-Class
Lanterns and Objectives supplicd to Capt. C. Reape and the Rev. Frank
Wurrr, W. Lant Carrentren, Esq., the Misses Lrrren; therefore go direct
and have a first-class instrument, and not the Commercial.
Threc-wick
£178.6d.
4-infour-wick Lanterns, £1 9s. 6d.
Mahogany Brass Fronted
Bi-unial, 4-in., £715s.6da.
Teachers’ Aid Science Lantern for all purposes

Oxy-hydrogen Microscones, &c. Patent PrestoCarrier.
60,000 S1 des from
6d. each; 300 Lectures Sets.
The Patent Bijou Enlarging Juantern, with
Rectangular Condensers, perfect results scientifically considered—Spccial,
5 by 43 by 33, £7. 10s. Larger Sizes.

PAMPHENGOS.
Patent

Portable

Pamphengos

has stood

the

test over

twelve

ycars

against allimitations. A pure white light perfect combustion, steady in burning, not altered by vibrations; glasses never break by heat. This senson it is
made very portable, witha gain of 29 per cent. more light.
[tis compared to
lime-light.
Price £210s.to £6 6s. New rotary Focussing arrangement.
Notrack and pinion.
Hundreds of Testimonials.
<Aireally high class Instru-

ment.

LANTERN.
SKELETON
PATENT

Before deciding, consult Mr. HUGHES, who is Specialist and legitimate
Manufacturer, who can give great value in high-class technical work.

PAMPHLETS

FREE.

LANTERNS

& SLIDES

ON

HIRE.

The New Patent PORTABLE FOLDING BI-UNINL
=LANTERN for Travelling. The front folds over
which is covered by the body itself thus forming a
:
case both unique and portable.

“BLEGANT, SUBSTANTIAL, RIGID. —

The

New Patent SIMPLEX DISSOLVING JET, a Perfect Shut-off Jet, for either Single, Double,
or Triple Lanterns, acting the same as the Four-way Dissolving Taps.

W. C. HUHGES,

Brewster House, Mortimer Rd., Kingsland.

VALENLINE & SONS,
CELEBRATED LANTERN SLIDES.
Numerous
CATALOGUE

FOR

New

SEASON

Sets
92-93

with

NOW

Descriptive
TO

READY,

Readings,
HAD

BE

APPLICATION.

ON

152, 154, Perth Rd, Dundee & Baldovan (Near DUNDEE)
London Office—la, CRAIGS COURT, CHARING CROSS.
A Selection of over 30,000 Views, from any of which Slides may be had.

WRAY'S LENSES
IRIS DIAPHRAGMS,

OOo

SED GAS REGULATOR

Medal awarded, Sept. 1891, Royal Cornwall Polytechnic le xhibition.

Eclipse Single Lantern Slide Carrier

Ar

re now

HIGHLY COMMENDED.

“Pringle Beard’’ Miniature
Telescopic Lantern.
Fitted with special helioscopic jacket
focussing.
Skewed gearing for lime

turning off jet. Packs into polished
mahogany case; outside size, 84in. Ly
64in. by 7kin. high.

To be had at any Optician’s.
R. R. BEARD,
62, Alscot Road, Bermondsey
London, 8.E.

fitted with
_
fitte

When required, at a small additional cost.

A MEDAL

has been awarded for these LENSES
the Dundee and East of Scotland

'PHOTOGRAPHIC

at

EXHIBITION,

February, 1888.

W. WRAY, OPTICIAN,
| North

Hill, Highgate,

London, N.

Prices and Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp.

Square Cr. 8vo, cloth.
68

ILLUSTRATIONS,

3s.

6d.

THE

OPTICS o PHOTOGRAPHY

|

|

AND

_|/PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,
|
=

:

et

Wy.
REFLECTING

HAND

to greater advantage than by procuring a copy of this
R’S

work.’? —Optical Magic Lantern Journal.

LANTERN ESCOPE

tees

“ Anexcellent guide, of ureat practical use.’’—-Nature.

.

|

For viewing Lantern Slides.
Gd.
EMS.
6.
..o..
PRICE

Of all Dealers;

« Even a beginner may, with a little attention, soon

* | | grasp all the saliant points of the subject, of which it
' | need scarcely besaid Mr. Traill Taylor isa master."‘—

or free by post, 18s., from

| | "si!" Mechanic.

67, HIGH ST., ASTON.
W. TYLAR,
BIRMINGHAM.
SHEWS

|

| |WHITTAKER

UNEVERSAL
AS

TAYLOR.

“ One interested in the subject cannot invest 3s. 6d.

"

EWA

J. TRAILL

SHOWN

AT

THE

London:
& Co., Paternoster Square.

HAND

CONVENTION

OF

CAMERA.

1891.

This Camera has been constructed for the purpose of enabling the operator to use Glass Plates, cut films,
or the continuous rolls of filmsat
will, back being so made that Double nck for glass or for filin or roll-holders are interchangeable :n one fitting. It has rising and sliding front
and good range of focus for different lenses.

The half-plate size
(for pictures 64 by 43)
hasa range of facus
from 3 to 8} inches,
and measures closed
9 by 6 by 7 Inches.

The half-piate size

The quarter-plate
size, fitted
with
Melinse Lensand Instuntuneous Shutter

complete

with

fit-

tines as inthe quarter-plate £8 10s.

patent three Double
Backs
for
Glass
Plates or four for
ent films, Foccusing
Sereen and Eclipse
Finder, Complete,

Or fitted with Rollholder for 48 expo|

sures £9

THE

5s.

ALONE

£6 10s.

Or fitted with Rast.
man Roll-holder for
a8 Joxpasuresinstead
of Double Bucks.

£7 5s.

CAMERA
supplied

with one double back
for pictures.

The quarter-plate
(for pictures 44) by
3i) bas a range’
of
focus from 2% to 74
inches, & measures
closed 71 by 5} by 53
inches.

43 by 83,£2 17s. 6d
64 by 43, £3 Ss.

J. F. SHEW & CO., 87, & 88, NEWMAN STREET (oxroxp'srremr), LONDON, W.
Scientific ee

pone

The

| METALLIC

Prince of Wales, The Admiralty, The War Department, The Indian
and Foreign Governments.
By Special Appointment
To The Royal Institution of Great Britain, and The Science and Art
Departinent, &e.,,
MANUFACTURE

OPTICAL LANTERNS
Of the

(Brier's

Quality

SoLE

OF

Catalogue

3, FLEET

with

Detailed

STREET,

Patent

FOR COMPRESSED

only.

The Patent * Refulgent” Lamps.
Wright's Lantern Microscopes.
.
;
Wrignt's Oxy-Hydrogen Jets with “ Pringle cut off”
|
The ‘Miniature’ Lanterns. The ‘Scientists’ Bi-unial
The Triple Rotating Electric Lantern. &c.
Illustrated

REGULATOR.

& SLIDES

Highest

MaAKEKS

I

BELLOWS
—_—_—_———

List

of

Slides

To be obtained from
all Opticians.

4d.

Manufactured

LONDON.

“ Optical Projection,” 2nd Edition, by Lewis Wrictt.
A complete
Guitc to :heuse of the Magic Lantorn, the Lantern Microscope Polariscope, and to the projection of Scientific Experiments.
Nett ds. Gd.

by the

SCOTCH
& IRISH OXYGEN
COMPANY, LIMITED,
Cate
Copyright
Co.'s
Oxygen
Trish
&Scotch

POLMADIE,

GLASGOW,

Plain Photographic Slides, 12s. per dozen.
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